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John R. Stewart DME-270_YD1 Career Goals



Career Goals Being for a living. I would like to attend conferences and such more often in the near future. I want to get more acquainted with other people in my field. I think these types of interactions could improve my skills greatly. I am a big fan of tutorials. Though some are far better than others they are a good resource. Also, I would like to further my education sometime in the future, even if it’s just to get certified in certain areas.



Jobs, jobs, jobs I would like to work in some sort of design based organization where I will be able to be creative while working. I haven’t thought too much about what kind of a job I would look for yet. For now I think that I will free-lance for a while while looking for the right job. I like free-lancing because it’s always something different.



Future Projects I actually have three different websites I will be doing soon, as well as the branding, etc. I see myself doing designs for a lot of different things, like clothes, fliers, merchandise, and even more websites. I also see delving more into programming, for web and mobile, also preparing myself for the next big thing HTML5.



My Business When it comes to my dream job, I would like to run my own business, Ghetto Gold Productions, which is a multimedia production company specializing in digital audio production, graphic/web design, and mobile/ web development. There all sorts of others facets to this company like a clothing line, social media club, and related publishing (comic books). The business is to be as ever-expanding as the field. This way we will never get boring.



More on Career Goals I have noticed when reading about career goals reports that they are a lot like resumes, which I’m not the best at writing. From what I have gathered it is common to list objectives, education, skills, references, etc. I guess I just need to think this out a little. I’m not sure if you wanted an actual report or not. I hope this works.
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Career Goals






... I would like to run my own business, Ghetto Gold Productions, which is a multimedia production company specializing in digital audio production, graphic/web design, and mobile/ web development. There all sorts of others facets to this company like a clothing line, social media club, and related publishing (comic books). 
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101 Goals Generator - Alex Mandossian 

(i.e. get a promotion, start a company, double earnings, signup 500 new clients) ... (i.e. Master's degree, join MENSA, apply for. CCW, get CPR certification). 1. 2.
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Achieving Good Goals - 

Aug 3, 2013 - free to add to the first two lists you have made and iterate until you are sort of happy with it. Don't try and get it perfect. ... You can always add more when you have achieved these, but by then your goals will have probably changed 
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Learning Goals and Learning Objectives 

Apr 22, 2014 - to guide development of student learning goals. These goals ... Our students will know the professional code of conduct within their discipline.
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Chemistry Demonstrations Required time: Goals ... 

Incense (or something to burn and create smoke). â—‹ Isopropyl Alcohol. â—‹ Safety glasses and gloves. Demonstration 2: Bouncy Ball. â—‹ Borax. â—‹ White glue (Elmer's Glue) or Blue or Clear school glue (makes a translucent ball). â—‹ Warm water. â—‹
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... keep looking until we have a clear understanding of what works best for our Haldane. Community. Let's Talk will be found on the homepage of our website.
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A Pandemonium Can Have Goals - Semantic Scholar 

the code for matching a part (e.g. the subject, the sender and the address of an email). Differently ... A Band is the resultant of auto-organization in a bottom-up.
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Stomp Rockets Key Goals/Concepts 

with different numbers of â€œwings,â€� having rockets with different style â€œwings,â€�...etc. Students will test things out to see which rockets are more effective. (Instructors can either host a competition, or just have the students build several 
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mgs-002 gender, development goals and praxis 

Has democratization at local level in the era of globalization promoted or obstructed women's development ? Discuss. 2C. 5. Discuss the role of women in ...
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